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Sex offenders are people too

from ROMNEY page 1

My question for Romney is this:
What messages are your statements
sending to the world?
With limited information available about who facilitated the
he law has failed sex offenders.
attack or if anyone was injured,
Rather than preventing crime,
outrage is hardly the first response
the law makes crime inevia prudent leader should administer. table. California’s Fourth Appellate
The 13-year-old children attendDistrict court recently ruled current
ing at the summer camp I worked
laws regarding where sex offenders
showed more restraint when things can live as “unreasonable.”
didn’t go their way.
This is not an isolated case, but a
Statements like these send a
pattern. California’s judicial system
message to the world that an adhas slowly shifted away from preministration led by Romney would
vention and rehabilitation toward
let anger dictate its decisions in
punitive retaliation. Obviously,
foreign relations policy.
criminals are not the most pitiable
Do we really need another trigpeople so it’s hard to feel bad for
ger-happy president who is ready
a registered sex offender, but one
to utilize bush-league tactics (pun
measure of a developed society is
intended) and blow another forhow well it treats its most despicaeign country “back to the Stone
ble members. An advanced society
Age” without fully understanding
tries to put an end to the cycle of
the situation at hand?
crime by rehabilitating criminals
I believe the statements made by
so they can atone for what they did
the U.S Embassy in Cairo weren’t
and then get back to their lives. A
an apology for our values, but a
less advanced society is content
condemnation of ignorance. While
with punishing transgressors by
the views and opinions conveyed
casting them off into a life where
in the controversial film “Incrime is the only viable path.
nocence of Muslims” — which
According to San Diego Superior
sparked the violent acts of last
Court Judge Michael Wellington,
week — are protected under the
San Diego has been content with
First Amendment, it doesn’t mean
punishment and unconcerned with
the U.S can’t take a stand against
prevention and rehabilitation for
unethical expressions of hate.
too long. The stigma attached to
As flags across the nation return
criminals, especially those accused
to full-staff today, it is unfortunate of sexual offences, make it exRomney and his campaign chose
tremely difficult for them to find a
to send a message of division to
job. Voter-approved Proposition 83,
the rest of the world during a time “Jessica’s Law,” prohibits registered
when we should set aside political
sex offenders from living within
quibbling while embracing a col2,000 feet of a school or park. Less
lective moment of solemnity.
than three percent of multifamily
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criticized President Barack
Obama’s administration for a series of tweets sent out by the U.S
Embassy in Cairo while trying to
ward off protests near their own
embassy. In part, the tweets read
as follows:
“The Embassy of the United
States in Cairo condemns the
continuing efforts by misguided
individuals to hurt the religious
feelings of Muslims — as we condemn efforts to offend believers of
all religions.”
Romney interpreted the comments as contradictory of the First
Amendment’s protection of free
speech clause, stating it is “a terrible course for America to stand
in apology for our values.”
Although the White House distanced itself from the statement,
Romney still held Obama responsible, claiming his administration
was sending “mixed messages to
the world,” and “the first response
of the United States should be
outrage.”
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houses in San Diego would be eligible, assuming those landlords are
willing to rent the residence to a sex
offender.
In the end, sex offenders are
pushed out of the city and into
scarcely populated rural areas with
other criminals. The examples
given by KPBS of four individuals challenging the legality of the
residency restrictions are indicative
of the problem: two individuals
lived in the alley behind the parole
office, one in his van and one with
other sex offenders in a San Diego
riverbed.
The conditions other criminals
face are equally inhumane. The
level of overcrowding in California prisons forced a judge to take
control of the penal system. The
surplus will be shipped back to the
counties because the system can no
longer handle all the criminals it
produces. Punitive rules such as the
three strikes penalty, up for voter
review in the upcoming election,
turn repeat minor offenders into
lifetime prisoners.
Forced to the edges of society,
these people don’t have access to
jobs, rehabilitation services or even
basic housing. They are forced into
a life where crime seems like their
only logical path. Their crimes vary
but they are often loathsome acts,
making it easy to dismiss their per-

petual punishment. But this is when
it’s most important for us to take a
stance for justice. The goal of our
judicial system should be to prevent
crime and rehabilitate criminals,
regardless of their offenses.
Our commitment to justice is not
tested with everyday thieves, but
in the extremes of criminal activity. We don’t test our devotion to
rehabilitation with the little old
lady caught stealing a ham to feed
her starving grandchildren. We test
it with child molesters and rapists.
We must be able to treat those individuals with fairness and attempt to
rectify whatever made them act in a
criminal way.
Of course, such an overhaul of
our attitude toward crime won’t be
easy. We are accustomed to harsh
punishment to scare people into not
being criminals. The goal instead
should be to eliminate the conditions causing an individual to do
something illegal. Crime prevention
needs to stretch beyond the legal
system. The best antidote for crime
is more available jobs, not more police officers. And a judicial system
concerned with getting criminals
the help they need to avoid future
crimes would benefit society the
most.
Punishing criminals without giving them a chance to rectify their
wrongs is inhumane and it should
be illegal. It’s time we start acting
as the advanced society we know
we are.

Don’t be shellfish and keep plastic bags out of our ocean

I

love the turtles from Disney’s
“Finding Nemo.” There’s something liberating about the way they
move in the water. I also enjoy their
cool surfer bro lingo. Plus, they don’t
worry about trash and plastic bags
contaminating their home and ruining
their backside roundhouse it’s because
they’re fictional and fictional stories
always have happy endings.
Unfortunately, in the real world,
we can’t say the same. Trash ends
up in the ocean, sometimes unseen,
negatively impacting the surrounding
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environment. Luckily, San Diegans are
the “go green” type and individuals
are already taking action to reverse the
damage to our aquatic neighbors.
On Aug. 9 Solana Beach became
the first city in San Diego County to
outlaw the distribution of single-use
plastic bags at grocery stores. Consumers must also pay a 10 cent fee per
paper bag they use. Revenue from the
cost of the paper bags will be kept and

used by retailers. According to U-T
San Diego, the law stems from similar
initiatives already put into place in
Los Angeles, San Francisco and Santa
Monica.
Although this ban isn’t unique, it
sparked controversy throughout the
county. Some people feel the government is taking away their rights. Why
shouldn’t we be able to answer the
question, “Paper or plastic?” Well
folks, I hate to say it, but it all comes
down to taking responsibility for our
actions. Yes, there are those of us who
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do properly dispose of our plastic bags
after reusing them, but the sad part is,
most of us don’t.
Have you ever heard of the Great
Pacific Garbage Patch? It’s just what
the name implies: a massive, manmade island of garbage and waste
floating in the Pacific Ocean, not far
from our own coastline. The majority
— about 80 percent according to San
Diego Coastkeeper — comes directly
from land and is made up of consumer
products such as food packaging,
bottles, plastic foam and plastic bags.
While you may be diligently recycling
your bags, it’s obvious many people
aren’t.
The worst part is plastic never actually disintegrates. Exposure to sunlight simply breaks it into microscopic
particles, which are then ingested by
microbes. Slightly larger organisms
eat those microbes and are in turn are
eaten by larger animals, such as fish
and shrimp. Keep going up the food
chain and you can see why this is a
problem on a much larger scale. Soon,
the food we eat won’t be much different from its plastic container.
We don’t like it when the government holds our hand. But this issue
goes beyond our trips to the grocery
store. This affects not only our own
land and beaches, but the entire

world. The health of the planet is a
global responsibility and we need
to stop being selfish about what we
want for the sake of convenience. The
plastic bag ban is the result of ignoring the problem for too long. It’s not
a nefarious government plot to take
away our liberty one reusable grocery
bag at a time. By working together to
replace plastic bags, we take a more
responsible stewardship of the ocean
and guarantee clean beaches we can
all enojoy.
There are already incentives in place
for consumers who use biodegradable
multi-use bags. Most retailers offer a
5 cent refund per bag, which doesn’t
seem like much, but it adds up each
time you make a trip to the store. I am
not a “save the oceans” fanatic, but
I like the idea of going to the beach
without worrying about whether it is
unhealthy.
The first step to change begins at
home; in this case, more than any
other. San Diego is called “America’s
finest city” and it is our responsibility to keep it that way. We should be
proud to be facilitators of change. We
have to learn the lesson Squirt and
his dad learned long ago: If we don’t
make some sacrifices now to protect
the big blue, we’ll all suffer in the
long run.

